# University Library (UL)

Director: Nicole Walger  
D: Doris Pohl, Dr. Andreas Sprick

## Department 1  
**User Services**

Dr. Andreas Sprick  
D: Dr. Rosemarie Kosche

- Local lending  
  - Semester collection  
- Interlibrary loan  
- Information  
- Consulting Library  
  - DataCampus UDE  
  - E-Learning, Open Educational Resources (OER)  
  - Courses  
- User research

## Department 2  
**Research and Publication Services**

Dr. Eike Spielberg  
D: Dr. Stephanie Rehwald

- Scientific publishing  
  - (consulting, Open Access, dialogue on science policy)  
- DuEPublico  
- University bibliography  
- Research Data Services, UL Bibliometrics

## Department 3  
**Media Processing**

Insa Züchner  
D: Dr. Felix Schmidt

- Faculty liaisons, scientific literature, data, and information supply  
- DuEPublico  
- University bibliography  
- Collection development (acquisitions, licensing, management of metadata)

## Department 4  
**Digital Library Infrastructure**

Frank Lützenkirchen  
D: N. N.

- Library administration and discovery systems  
- Literature and information budget  
- Collection development (acquisitions, licensing, management of metadata)

## Department 5  
**Administration and Organisation**

Doris Pohl  
D: Christina Kläre

- Administration  
- Building and site development  
- Communications  
- Personnel and organisation development  
  - Vocational training  
  - Staff training  
- Budget management, financial analysis and reporting

---

### Subject Libraries (SL)

- SL BA  
- SL GW/GSW  
- SL LK  
- SL MC  
- SL MNT  
- KWI library

### Media and information supply at University Hospital

- Medical library

### NRW State Initiative

- fdm.nrw
- openaccess.nrw

---
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